Sensor
Body Area Network (BAN) devices collecting biological and behavioral information

Cloud
A global repository receiving, storing and analyzing sensor information

Individual
Secures and verifies sensor data, receives feedback based on an individual health program

Monitor & Care
Cloud health information accessed through mobile devices and computers for health management decisions
SCBC WH TRAINING CENTER IS AN INDUSTRY-DRIVEN COLLABORATIVE OFFERING:

AGILE, PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED, SENSOR-AGNOSTIC PLATFORM FOR TRAINING TO AN INDUSTRY-RECOGNIZED CERTIFICATE

STACKABLE CREDENTIALS FOR ADOPTERS AND DEVELOPERS OF WH PRODUCTS

WH INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

EDUCATOR WORKSHOPS

SHORT-COURSE AND WORKSHOP FORMATS FOR EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT TRAINING FOR INCUMBENT WORKERS AND STUDENTS

WH CAREER PATHWAYS EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

CUSTOMIZED TRAINING FOR WH COMPANIES

ABOUT SCBC:
The Southern California Biotechnology Center at San Diego Miramar College (SCBC) provides training and certificate programs in Applied Biotechnology, Medical Laboratory Technology and Wireless Health. By partnering with industry the SCBC provides support by creating programs customized to workforce needs. SCBC assists students and incumbent workers through special trainings, workshops and innovative internship programs. SCBC endeavors to promote educational efforts in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) by supporting high school & college educators throughout the region. California Community Colleges Workforce & Economic Development invests in California’s economic growth and global competitiveness through industry-specific education, training and services that contribute to a highly skilled and productive workforce. Learn more at www.cccewd.net

ABOUT WLSA:
The Wireless-Life Sciences Alliance (WLSA) is a special purpose trade organization for innovators, globally relevant companies, scientists, physicians, and policy makers. The WLSA is dedicated to creating value and improving health, globally, through the convergence of communications technologies, consumers, caregivers and all sectors of the life sciences and technology environment. WLSA partners and companies all over the world are using wireless health innovations to better manage chronic conditions, preempt disease and improve the lives of the elderly and under-served populations around the world. Learn more at: www.wirelesslifesciences.org

ABOUT AVENTYN:
Aventyn Inc. is an early stage health technology company seamlessly connecting clinicians and patients with secure core to cloud clinical information processing platform for improved quality of life. Our CLIP®Care EMR solutions with Care-LockTM health information security and integrated wireless bio-sensor capability enable continuity of care anytime, anywhere and anyplace. Vitalbeat–Integrated Chronic Disease ManagementTM patient personalized solutions are tailored for home and remote monitoring. Healthcare providers, insurance payers and pharma-lifescience companies use our patient personalized platform along with our medical device partners to document baseline patient chronic conditions, mobile patient monitoring, and population care management with preventive and wellness education. Aventyn UK Ltd, Aventyn Sweden (filial) and Aventyn India are wholly owned subsidiaries of Aventyn Inc., USA. Learn more at: www.aventyn.com

*Other names, trademarks and brands are properties of their respective owners.

Wireless Health Training Center Video on YouTube